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ABSTRACT 
The study of speech acoustics is vital for understanding the relationship between articulation 
and the physical properties of the speech signal.  Speech acoustics reveals stable 
characteristics of the speech signal and systematic ways in which the speech signal can vary 
due to coarticulation, speech style and differences in articulatory strategies that exist across 
speakers.  In this talk, vocal tract models of some of the alternative strategies used by speakers 
to produce American English /r/s are discussed to show (1) stability of perceptually important 
acoustic properties due to consistencies in articulation and (2) variability in other acoustic 
properties that may serve as signatures for the differences in individual vocal tract sizes and 
shapes.  Another example of alternative strategies used by speakers is discussed in the 
framework of tradeoffs between the glottal and supraglottal sources used in the production of 
voiced obstruents.  Speaker differences are revealed through acoustic analysis of the relative 
amounts of periodic and aperiodic energy in the speech signal.  Understanding such speaker-
specific variability as well as those properties that are relatively stable across speakers is 
important for the effective development of speech communication systems.   

INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we will use data from two sounds, American English /r/ and the voiced strident 
fricative /z/, to explore the relationship between articulation and speech acoustics.  In particular, 
we will note the stable acoustic characteristics of these speech sounds and the ways in which 
they can vary due to differences in articulatory strategies that exist across speakers.  In the 
case of the American English /r/, which is often cited as an example of a many-to-one 
articulatory-acoustic relationship, we will show that while it has a fairly stable acoustic profile for 
the first three formant frequencies, the pattern for the higher formants can vary considerably 
across speakers.  Using basic acoustics of the vocal tract resonators and articulatory data 
obtained through Magnetic Resonance Imaging, we develop simple models of the vocal tract to 
gain insights into formant cavity affiliations.  The understanding gained from such analysis helps 
us to understand and predict articulatory-acoustic changes.  Ultimately, we hope this type of 
study across speakers that exhibit the full range of variability that we see in tongue 
configurations for /r/ will identify acoustic signatures for the various tongues shapes that can 
occur. In the case of the strident fricative /z/,  which is produced with both a turbulent noise 
source and a periodic source, we show through acoustic analysis that speakers can vary 
considerably in the relative strengths of these two sources.  Variability in the spectro-temporal 
distribution of aperiodicity and periodicity in the speech signal reveals a trading relationship 
between the sources which can be explained in  terms of the relative areas of the supraglottal 
and glottal constrictions.  Finally, we present preliminary speaker verification results that 
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illustrate the effectiveness of such source-related parameters in capturing speaker-specific 
characteristics. 

VARIABILITY IN THE FORMANT PROFILE OF AMERICAN ENGLISH /r/ 
Speakers of rhotic dialects of American English use a multitude of different articulatory 
configurations for /r/.  Fig. 1 shows Magnetic Resonance images of vocal tract profiles from 22 
speakers  (Tiede et al., 2004) organized vertically according to tongue shape. Although a great 
deal of variability can be seen in the artifculatory configurations used to produce /r/, common 
characteristics include a constriction along the palatal vault, a constriction at the lips and 
narrowing in the pharynx. The configurations differ most by what happens in the palatal region, 
i.e. by whether the effective constriction is (1) made solely by the tongue tip at the alveolar ridge 
(speaker 18) or further back in the palatovelar region (Speaker 22), (2) made solely by the 
tongue dorsum (with a lowered tongue tip) in the palatovelar region (Speaker 10), or (3) made 
by the simultaneous raising of the tongue tip and tongue dorsum in both alveolar and 
palatovelar regions (Speaker 2). Also, it can be seen that the shape of the tongue behind the 
palatal constriction can also vary considerably across speakers.  For some speakers, such as 
Speaker 10, the tongue is flat and slopes downward.  For others, such as Speaker 22, the 
tongue root is slightly curved.  Finally, there is a third group, such as Speaker 2, where the 
tongue root is humped.  Given the tongue is nearly incompressible, the muscles used to form 
the palatal constriction should be coupled in some way with the shaping of the tongue root (Iny 
et. al, 2001; Kier & Smith, 1985; Wilhelms-Tricarico, 1995).  At present, we do not fully 
understand the link between the different articulatory configurations for /r/ and the patterns of 
acoustic variability in the formants. 

Figure. 1.  American English speakers producing /r/ (Tiede et al., 2004). 
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Figure. 2.  Spectrograms of the word “warav produ  by ee different speakers.thrced

Figure 2 ers.  
What is common across all productions of /r/ and can be seen in the three examples of Fig. 2 is 

tterns of F4 and F5 show considerably more variability than those of F1-F3.  
This is particularly evident when /r/ is surrounded by vowels, an environment where the full 
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the distinctive acoustic feature of /r/, its low frequency of the third resonance (F3).  The range of 
values reported in the literature for the first three formants of /r/  is approximately 250-550 Hz for 
F1, 900-1500 Hz for F2, and 1300-1950 Hz for F3 (Delattre & Freeman, 1968; Espy-Wilson, 
1992; Westbury et al., 1999).   Theoretical models of /r/ by Fant (1960), Stevens (1998) and 
Alwan et. al (1997) have postulated that the low F3 of /r/ is due to the large front cavity volume 
(anterior to the palatal constriction).  Recent vocal tract models of /r/ based on MRI-derived area 
functions have verified that the low F3 is usually the Helmholtz resonance that results from the 
lip constriction and the large volume between the lip constriction and the palatal constriction 
(Espy-Wilson et al, 2000).  However, in some articulations of /r/, the volume of the Helmholtz 
resonator may be large enough so that the resulting low resonance is F2 (Zhang et al., 2003).  
In this case, F3 comes from the part of the vocal tract behind the palatal constriction. (See 
equations below). 

Interestingly, the pa
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trajectory of the formants is visible.  In the leftmost spectrogram, F4 and F5 stay relatively flat at 
3300 Hz and 3850 Hz, respectively, as they move between the /r/ and adjacent vowels.  In the 
center spectrogram, F5 stays relatively flat at about 4000 Hz, but F4 changes from about 3200 
Hz during the vowel to 2800 Hz during the /r/.  Finally, in the rightmost spectrogram, F4 changes 
from about 3320 Hz during the first vowel to 2800 Hz during the /r/.  However, the change in F5 
is drastic.  F5 is around 3850 Hz during the first vowel and it falls to at least 3200 Hz during the 
/r/.  Since F5 is so weak during the /r/, we cannot be sure that we have measured F5 at its 
lowest frequency.   From flesh-point data (Perkell et al., 1992), we know that the /r/ in the 
rightmost spectrogram of Fig. 2 was produced with the tongue tip raised and the tongue mid 
dorsum lowered (Guenther et al., 1999).   In addition, we know that the /r/ in the leftmost 
spectrogram was produced with the tongue tip lowered and the tongue middle raised.  Espy-
Wilson and Boyce (1999) developed a plausible explanation based on area function data from 
two speakers to explain the kind of difference in the F5 range shown in Fig. 2.  They showed 
that it isn’t unreasonable to have an effective length of the front cavity that is long enough (due 
to the addition of a sublingual cavity) to result in the low frequency of F5 seen in Fig. 2.   We are 
currently looking at area function data from several speakers with a similar tongue configuration 
(Tiede et al., 2004) to see if this explanation holds up.  
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Our general approach is to develop simple-tube models based on vocal tract dimensions, and to 
adjust these models as needed to accommodate formant patterns.  To date, we have developed 
vocal tract models for three subjects (Espy-Wilson et al., 2000, Zhang et al., 2003) and we are 

s use slightly different tongue configurations for sustained 
nd coda /r/’s.  The common phonetic use of 
 is a reflection of this general conviction. This 

ing tongue 
configuration during the first and second /r/’s of “rare”.  Note that in all cases, Subject 22 

l derived by approximating the dimensions of cavities 
and constrictions from the MR data.  As described in Zhang et al. (2003), this simple-tube model 

in the process of deriving area function data for all of the subjects in Fig. 1 (Tiede et al., 2004).  
Through our modeling work, we hope to eventually be able to understand the types of formant 
patterns seen in Fig. 2 and relate this to different articulatory configurations (in particular, 
different tongue shapes).  A long range goal of this project is to find all of the acoustic 
signatures for various vocal tract configurations which can be used in assistive technology and 
in speaker recognition systems.  

A Study of Speaker 22’s American English /r/ 
It is often argued that speaker
(vocalic) /r/ as opposed to consonantal onset a
different symbols for consonantal and vocalic /r/
conviction is supported by the common finding of differences in formant pattern across different 
syllable positions for all types of speech sounds, and certainly for /r/ (Lehiste, 1962).  However, 
the articulatory source of this variability for /r/ has not been clear.  In what follows, we 
demonstrate the use of simple tube modeling from vocal tract dimensions to explain the 
articulatory source of such syllable-position variability.  We will focus on data from a particular 
speaker, Subject 22 from Fig. 1, for whom we have a vocal tract model for sustained /r/ based 
on acoustic and MRI-derived vocal tract area data (Tiede et al., 2004), and for whom we also 
have acoustic and ultrasound data for real and nonsense words.  Speaker 22, like many 
speakers, shows slightly different formant patterns for /r/ across onset and coda syllable 
position.  Our goal is to predict changes to the acoustic vocal tract model for sustained /r/ that 
will account for these syllable position-conditioned differences in formant patterns.  

Fig. 3 shows the mid-sagittal profile of Speaker 22’s sustained /r/ (derived from MR) from Fig. 1 
juxtaposed with two frames (derived from a continuous ultrasound movie) show

produces /r/ with a lowered tongue dorsum and the tongue tip raised.  Other parts of the mouth 
such as the palate and sublingual space are not visible in these ultrasound views, but the 
tongue configurations are similar enough that we can assume that the main cavities and 
constrictions revealed in the sustained /r/ are also present during the /r/’s of “rare”.  At the same 
time, as we will discuss below, Speaker 22’s coda /r/ has higher values for F1, F2, F4 and F5 
than his initial /r/, while F3 remains essentially the same across syllable position.  In this section, 
we will show how small and reasonable modifications to the vocal tract model for sustained /r/ 
can predict the syllable position effects on formants in a way that is compatible with the 
ultrasound pictures showing similar tongue configuration.  (We do not discuss ambisyllabic /r/ 
for this speaker because his formant values for /r/ in the  nonsense word  “warav” are similar to 
those for the syllable-initial /r/ in “rare”.) 

In Figure 4, we show the MRI-derived area function for Speaker 22’s sustained /r/ overlapped 
with a corresponding simple-tube mode

does a good job of predicting Speaker 22’s sustained /r/ formant pattern.   In Fig. 5, we show 
power spectrum acoustic data for Speaker 22’s sustained /r/  recorded at an independent time 
(in a sound-shielded environment) and with the speaker in a supine position to replicate the 
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posture required for MR imaging. (Note that spectral analysis of several sustained /r/s produced 
by this speaker in different sessions reveal that they are all acoustically very similar.) Acoustic 
data recorded at the time of the MR imaging, though noisier, show a similar pattern.  The match 
between the simple-tube model and formant data is shown in Table 1, which compares the 
formant data from the power spectrum with that derived by inputting the MRI-derived area 
functions and the simple tube model (Zhang et al., 2003) into the computer vocal tract model 
VTAR (Zhang et al., 2004, Zhou et al., 2004).   

 

 

2‘s formant cavity affiliations are as follows: 

Figure 3. MR profile for Speaker 22’s sustained /r/ compared with 
ultrasound clips during the syllable-initial and syllable-final /r/s in “rare”. 

From the simple-tube modeling described in Zhang et al. (2003), we determined that Speaker 
2
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Figure 4. Measured area function and 
simple-tube area function. 
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Figure 5.  Power Spectrum of 
Speaker 22’s sustained /r/ 
produced in supine position 

Lf=4.51cm, Af=6.02cm2

 

Ll=1.21cm, Al=1.76cm2

 
Lb=13.74cm, 
Ab=2.21cm2

 

Loc=1.26cm, 
Aoc=0.47 cm2

Figure. 6. Simple tube model for Speaker 22’s  sustained /r/. 

 

 
 F1: frequency of the Helmholtz resonator formed by the back cavity and the oral 

constriction:     
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 F2: frequency of Helmholtz resonator formed by the front cavity and the lip constriction: 
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 F3: first half-wavelength resonance of the back cavity: 

 3
2 b

cF
l

=                                                                            (3) 

            F4: second half-wavelength resonance of the back cavity: 

4 2
2 b

cF
l

=                                                                          (4) 

F5: third half-wavelength resonance of the back cavity: 

5 3
2 b

cF
l

=                                                                          (5) 

The formant estimates using equations (1) – (5) are given in the last row of Table 1.   Note that 
F1-F3 from the measured and simple-tube area functions are nearly identical with actual 
formant values and with each other. Given the uncertainties involved in obtaining vocal tract 
dimensions, and the uncertainties involved in simple-tube assumptions, agreement in the 
vicinity of 100 Hz is extremely good.  The estimates are somewhat less successful for F4 and 
F5, with a maximum gap of 265 Hz for F4.  In the formant estimates from simple-tube modeling 
that involves equations (1) through (5) (as oppose to predictions from VTAR), it is not possible 
to calculate  in exact fashion the effect of coupling between tubes and the perturbation in the 
back cavity, although one can predict the direction of change and its maximum extent.  Allowing 
for the effect of the perturbation in the back cavity, we expect an increase in F5 by some 
amount less than 200 Hz.  Other simplifications made in obtaining the simple-tube dimensions 
may also play a role.   

       Table 1.  Comparison between the Predicted and Real Formants. 

 F1 F2 F3 F4   F5 

Formant values from 
power spectrum 

420 1170 1308 2860 4350 

Prediction by VTAR 
using measured areas 

440 1020 1360 2840 4395 

Prediction by VTAR 
using simple-tube areas 

455 1045 1420 2595 4120 

Prediction by equations 
using simple-tube model 

454 1089 1274 2547 4160   
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Fig. 7 shows a spectrogram of the word “rare” produced by Speaker 22.  The word “rare” was 
embedded in the carrier phrase “Say _________ with me” and some portion of the utterance on 
either side of the test word is also evident in the spectrogram.  There are two major differences 
between the syllable-initial and syllable-final /r/s.  The frequencies of F4 and F5 are lower during 
the syllable-initial /r/ than they are in the adjacent vowels.  However, between the syllable-final 
/r/ and the preceding vowel, F4 stays fairly flat and F5 increases by about 200 Hz.  Also 
noticeable from the spectrogram is the difference in amplitude of these higher formants during 
the /r/s.  F4 during the syllable-final /r/ is about 10 dB higher than it is during the syllable initial 
/r/.  Comparing the amplitudes of the harmonics in the region of F5 during syllable-initial /r/ with 
the amplitude of F5 during the syllable-final /r/ shows a 30 dB difference.  This difference in 
amplitude is at least in some part due the higher F1 frequency of the syllable-final /r/ relative to 
that of the syllable-initial /r/ (Fant, 1960; Stevens, 1998).   

Table 2 compares the range of formant values during the syllable-initial /r/ (from about 175 ms 
to 220 ms) and the syllable-final /r/ (from about 446 ms to 485 ms) with the formant values 
obtained by inputting Speaker 22’s MRI-derived area functions for sustained /r/ into VTAR (also 
given in Table 1).  With our understanding of the formant cavity affiliations, we were able to 

make reasonable adjustments to the vocal tract configurations to account for the formant 
differences across the /r/s in Table 2.  Figure 8 compares (a) our original vocal tract model 
(developed from the MRI-derived data for the sustained /r/) with the modified vocal tract model 
and (b) the spectrum computed by VTAR using the modified areas with the range of frequency 
values for each formant highlighted by the vertical blue bars.   

Table 2.  Comparison of formant values of /r/s occurring in syllable-initial and 
syllable-final position, and predicted using the MRI-derived area functions in 
VTAR. Note that F5 could not be measured during the syllable-initial /r/ 

 Syllable-initial /r/ Syllable final ./r/  Predicted /r/ 
F1    326-350     489-632 440
F2 898-918 1122-1408 1020
F3 1469-1571 1591-1673 1360
F4 2591-2693 2887-2979 2840     
F5  4061-4122 4395     

Figure 7.  Spectrogram of Speaker 22’s “rare” 
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Figure 8.  Top: vocal tract areas from the MRI-derived sustained /r/ (blue solid line) and 
modified areas (red dashed line) used to simulate /r/s in “rare”. Bottom: Spectra 
derived from the modified vocal tract areas with the frequency range of each formant 
during the /r/ in “rare” noted by the vertical blue bars.  

 

Table 2 shows that relative to the formant frequencies obtained using the MRI-derived vocal 
tract areas, a syllable-initial /r/ has lower frequencies for F1, F2 and F4, and a higher frequency 
for F3.  To get a lower frequency for F1, we decreased the area of the oral constriction and 
increased the volume of the back cavity by removing the pharyngeal narrowing.  Reducing the 
pharyngeal narrowing so that the back cavity is essentially uniform also increased F3 and 
decreased F4.   Finally, to lower the frequency of F2, the Helmholtz resonator of the front cavity, 
we decreased the area of the lip constriction and lengthened it by 0.5 cm to simulate the effect 
of rounding.   Note that we did not consider the frequency of F5 in this modeling since, given it’s 
low amplitude, we could not measure it’s frequency during the /r/.   

Several changes were also made to the original area function to derive a spectrum that is closer 
to that produced during the syllable-final /r/.  First, to increase F2, we decreased the volume of 
the front cavity.  Such a change would mean that Speaker 22 did not lower his jaw as much as 
he did when saying either the sustained /r/ or the syllable-initial /r/.  Second, since F1 comes 
from the Helmholtz resonator formed by the back cavity and the oral constriction anterior to it, 
we increased the area of the palatal constriction to shift F1 to a higher frequency. Such a 
change would mean that, relative to the tongue tip gesture in syllable-initial /r/, Speaker 22 did 
not make as tight a palatal constriction with the tongue tip when producing the syllable-final /r/.    
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The combined effect of reducing the area of the front cavity and enlarging the area of the oral 
constriction increases the coupling between the front and back cavities.  Thus, we also obtained 
an increase in F3 and F4.  To counter the upward shift in F4, we moved the oral constriction 
forward by 0.5 cm.  This change lengthens the back cavity which results in a decrease in F4 and 
F5.  In addition, given the front cavity is shortened, F2 increases slightly as well.  Such a 
forward movement of the tongue tip is indicated in Fig. 3 which shows that the tongue tip is 
curled more for syllable-initial /r/.  Finally, to get a further decrease in F5, we moved the 
pharyngeal constriction forward about 0.5 cm.  To understand this effect, we have plotted the 
amplitude distribution of the volume velocity at the first, second and third resonances of the 
back cavity (F3, F4, and F5 respectively) in Fig. 9.  The ellipse shows the original region of the 
constriction and the square shows the new region that results from the forward move.  As can 
be seen, the original pharyngeal constriction occurred in a region where the volume velocity is 
small which effectively increases the value of the formant.  The new constriction occurs in a 
region where the volume velocity is considerably higher which results in an increase in the 
frequency of F5.  This shows that very small changes in production due to syllable position 
change can have significant acoustic effects  
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greater lip rounding than post vocalic /r/’s.  Our modification of the palatal constriction is 
supported by articulatory data collected and analyzed by Gick (1999) who showed for one 
subject who made a tip-up /r/ that the vertical displacement of the tongue-tip was significantly 
lower in a syllable-final /r/ relative to a syllable-initial /r/.  In fact, similar patterns of coda 
weakening have also been noted for nasals (Browman and Goldstein, 1995), /l/ (Sproat & 
Fujimura, 1993) and stop consonants (c.f., Brownman & Goldstein, 1995).  A general account of 
this phenomenon, also termed initial strengthening, is offered by Keating (2004). 

VARIABILITY IN THE PERIODICITY/APERIODICITY PROFILE OF VOICED OBSTRUENTS 
Speakers can differ considerably in the amount of periodicity and aperiodicity produced during 
the production of voiced obstruents and vowels.  In this paper, we will focus on variability we 
have seen in the spectral characteristics of the voiced obstruent /z/ produced by different 
speakers.  
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Figure 10.  Acoustic data for the alphabet “Z” produced by three different 
speakers.  (1) Time waveform. (2) Spectrogram. (3) Periodicity (black) and 
aperiodicity (green) profile.  (4) Summary measure of the proportion of 
periodic energy (blue solid line) and aperiodic energy (red line with *).  
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Fig. 10 shows several acoustic waveforms related to the alphabet “Z” produced by three 
different speakers. The bottom two displays  are outputs from our aperiodicity/periodicity/pitch 
(APP) detector (Deshmukh et al., 2004) that gives a graded spectro-temporal estimate of 
aperiodicity and periodicity.  The data plotted in the leftmost displays show a /z/ that consists of 
more periodic energy than aperiodic energy during its full duration.  The center displays show a 
/z/ that starts with more periodic energy and ends with more aperiodic energy.  Finally, the 
rightmost displays show a /z/ that contains considerably more aperiodic energy than periodic 
energy during its full duration.  As Stevens (1998) has shown, the magnitude of vocal fold 
vibration during a voiced fricative depends on the area of the supraglottal constriction.  The 
typical range of supraglottal constrictions for fricatives is between 0.1 and 0.2 cm2.  However, 
the supraglottal constriction can be narrower.  Stevens (1998) points out that tight supraglottal 
constrictions on the order of 0.07cm2 will result in such a small transglottal pressure that the 
vocal folds will cease to vibrate.   While all of the /z/s in Fig. 10 show voicing, the difference in 
the relative amounts of periodic energy suggests differences in the amplitude of the lateral 
movement of the vocal folds.   In the case of the /z/ whose acoustic waveforms are shown in the 
center of Fig. 10, it appears as if the speaker increases the narrowing of his alveolar constriction 
as he produces the /z/.  However, even though the periodic energy decreases towards the end 
of the /z/, it appears as if he does maintain some small amount of vocal fold vibration.  Stevens 
(1998) notes that it is possible to sustain vocal fold vibration as the supraglottal constriction 
becomes narrow if the speaker expands the volume of the vocal tract so that the intraoral 
pressure does not build up.  Other factors that may influence adjustments by speakers are the 
subglottal pressure, the rest position of the vocal fold, and the vocal fold thickness. 

In an analysis of voiced obstruents by the APP system using the MOCHA database (Wrench, 
2000) which includes 460 utterances each by one male and one female with simultaneous 
acoustic and laryngograph data), we determined that about half of the voiced obstruents 
contained stronger periodic energy relative to the aperiodic energy(Deshumkh et al., 2004).  
Further, in our analysis of the “Z” utterances in the TI-46 database which includes ten repetitions 
each  by eight males and eight females, we determined that any given speaker is fairly 
consistent in how they produce the voiced obstruent. 

Based on these findings, we conducted a preliminary test of how well this difference in the 
trading relations between the two sources in conjunction with a few other speakerspecific 
parameters (F0 and measures based on F1, F2 and F3) can be used to recognize speakers.  
Table 3 compares results obtained with our speaker-specific parameters to those obtained 
using the standard 39 cepstral-based parameters typically used in speaker recognition systems.  
In both cases, 128-mixture Gaussian Mixture Models were used to conduct 330,000 
verifications on 3s segments from the NIST’98 database (Doddington et al., 2000).  33 speakers 
were used to train the speaker models and 30 separate speakers were used to train the 
universal background model.   
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Table 3.  Comparison of speaker verification experiments. 
 Accuracy (%) 

Training data    2 minutes     1 minute 

39 cepstral-based parameters 71.6 70.4 

7 speaker-specific parameters 72.0 72.0 
 

Although the amount of data used in the speaker verification experiments is small compared to 
what is typically used, we are very encouraged by the performance of the speaker-specific 
parameters.  Not only do we get better results with only seven parameters, the performance is 
not affected by the amount of training data.   

CONCLUSION 
We have presented two case studies, the American English /r/ and the voiced obstruent /z/, to 
discuss stable properties of the speech signal and ways in which it varies due to differences in 
articulatory strategies across speakers.  Basic vocal tract acoustics is used to understand 
variability in the formant structure of /r/ due to syllable position.  Simple tube models developed 
from articulatory data provide a framework for predicting and exploring the effects of reasonable 
articulatory manipulations on the properties of the speech signal.  Similarly, acoustic phonetics 
is used to understand variability seen in the aperiodicity/periodicity profile of the strident fricative 
/z/.  Our APP detector is able to show that this type of variability is fairly substantial in fluent 
speech and our speaker verification results show the that this source-related information  is 
effective in capturing speaker-specific characteristics. 
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